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FATHER O'RYAN
LAUDSTEACHING

PROFESSION
IN MASTERFUL ADDRESS TO NORMAL GRADUATES HE DWELLS
ON IMPORTANT FUNCTION

.,

'

,

Before a large and appreciative audience the members of the class of
1911 were graduated last night from
the New Mexicot Normal university
at the most brilliant commencement
that has been held, in the history of
that Institution. Normal hall was filled to overflowing with the friends of
the graduates. Governor William J.
Mills, Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, former
president of the Normal, and other
prominent men were present. The
address to the graduates was made by
Rev. Father William O'Ryan of Denver. His remarks were eloquent and
particularly appropriate to the occasion.
During the evening Governor Mills,
Dr. Hewitt and Father O'Ryan took
occasion to congratulate President
Frank H. H. Roberts on the success
of the Normal during the first year
of bin presidency and to congratulate the institution and the people
of Las Vegas on the excellent and
gifted man whom they said was destined to make Las Vegas the center
of education in the new state of New
Mexico. It was shown by the speak- era that the Normal universitly is
dawning on an era of enlarged influence and increased prestige, and the
speakers predicted for it the leadership In educational circles. Much enthusiasm was manifested for the success of the next school year. It is
expected to be the best since the
school was founded.
The diplomas were conferred by
President Roberts, who made a simple but impressive address to the
graduates. Thirteen young women and
one young man make up the membership of the class of 1911. Not all received diplomas last night as some
will complete the required work during the summer term of the school.
The members of the class are Nora
Elizabeth Anderson, Alida Gustava
Carlson, Nellie Eunice Ellison, Anna
Maybelle Goin, Frances Louise Lowry,
Aurora Refugio Lucero, Anna Margaret McMahon, Cornelia Kimball
Murray, Daisy Paine, Helen Papen,
Joshua Dever Powers, Nora Frances
Trahey, Sylvia Maria Vollmer and Ella
Josephine Young.
f The musical portion of the program
is deserving of especial mention. The
glee club appeared twice and was
heartily encored. The club has been
trained by Miss Liva JJchty, head of
the department of vocal music, and
its singing was a credit to her as
well as the natural ability of the members of the club. Miss Maureen Harper, a pupil of the instrumental music
department, played a piano solo,
"Flashes from the West." Miss Harper Is talented and her audience was
pleased with her playing. Miss Marguerite Cluxton, head of the department of instrumental music, opened
'
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To Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
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ily, but I tell them of mv eood friend.
your Vegetable Compound, and that
mere will be no backache ana bearing
down pains for them if they will take
it as I have. I am scarcely ever without it in the house.
"I will say also that I think there Is
no better medicine to be found for
to build them up and make
?oung girls
strong and well. My eldest
daughter has taken Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound for painful periods and irregularity, and it has
always helped her.
"I am always ready and willing to
epeak a good word for the Lydia E.
rinkhamrs Remedies. I tell every one
I meet tothat I owe
my health and happiness
tty.se wonderful medicines."
Mrs. J.G. lpnN80N.Scottville,Mich.,
1

1

the program with a piano solo,
"Rhapsodle No. 12." The invocation
was pronounced by Rev. O. P. Miles,
pastor of the First Baptist church.
Father O'Ryan's address wa a
masterful one. He spoke of the nobility of the profession of the teacher,
who has an important office to fulfill in the training of the boj s and
girls who some day will mould the
destinies of their country. Father
O'Ryan's subject was "The Ideal
Teacher." He said:
Ladles and Gentlemen:
Allow me to preface my brief address tonight with a thought or two
which occur to me, although they may
be somewhat out of harmony with
that address.
It is over a year ago since my
friend. Dr. Roberts, informed me of
his appointment by the proper officers
to take charge of this, jour Normal
university. I rejoiced at the time for
him, tho' sorry as I was because of
the fact that I should lose the opportunity of frequently meeting him. Still
I was glad; I recognized that he was
offered a great and useful feld of labor and service, and knew his complete fitness for the work.
There are three institutions or
classes of institutions that absorb
most of my affection and care;
schools, hospitals, and churches in
truth they are all alike schools-sch- ools
for the body, or the mind, or
the bouI. I believe that it is a noble
office and high gift to have charge
of any of these institutions, and when
my friend was chosen and I had no
doubt concerning his fitness, It surely was a cause of rejoicing.
And I was glad that no old and
eastern institution called him, that a
new, a fresh and vigorous school of
our beloved West offered him his
field of work. Old Institutions are
formed and stiffened; they have no
yielding, no plasticity; professor and
president alike must follow in the old
grooves. But here in the West, in
this virgin ground, what fields await
the sower, what splendid harvests remain to be gathered! True, this Normal university is not altogether new;
its lines, to some extent, have been
laid and laid wisely. But you and
I, who do not dream, but see with
clear.-eye- d
vision the future greatness
of New Mexico, who hear across these
plains a greater than the tread' of
Coronado's soldiers, the tread of the
army of science and religion and
political greatness, who know what
happy millions shall inhabit this
great territory, know also that this
Normal university must keep not pace
inwith, but ahead of the state's other
of
source
guidits
must
be
stitutions;
ance and inspiration and enthusiasm.
I am glad for Dr. Roberts; I congratulate New Mexico on his talents
which you have borrowed from your
friendly rival and neighbor, Colorado.
One other preliminary word, and
this is especially for the graduates.
Recently I was visiting in the East;
I saw the congested districts and
schools of New York and Chicago; I
thought of the hopeless lives of the
poor, barren of physical sunshine and
the moral sunshine of hope and opportunity. There teachers know how
vain is their best work, that the
are hepeless. Your work lies
in sunnier places; the children you
help to form, be they never so poor,
have the moral sunshine of boundless
achope, which our West offer. We
Tenth,
no
here
submerged
knowledge
no hopeless poor.
And now for my address proper:
"Whether is greater, the gold or
the temple that sanctifieth the gold?"
Matthew xxiii., 17.
A preacher, I come to you young
men and women graduates of the New
in the
Mexico Normal university,
of
am
I
that
preacher
afraid,
mood,
of old Israel who, in his
found "nothing new under the
sun." I am different. I am half
ashamed to attempt to address you
the words of ambition, of hope, or
guidance that are becoming to the
day, or to recall the meaning and enenter
deavor of that larger life
on. For all these things have been
said long ago. and better, far better,
than I or anyone living can say them.
However, as a preacher, I find refuge
in a text and, holding on to its support, with its aid, hope to animate
and encourage you at the threshold
of the temple you are about to enter
the profession of teaching, even to
the forgetting of the meagerness'and
meanness of the portion of the gold
of that temple which will come to
world-Wearines-

,
you.
Only incidentally and in passing do
I wiBh to allude to the material reward of your work. Once during this
year I gave elsewhere and with
some point, my opinion on tha phase
of a teacher's life. It is my ever
growing astonishment how slender is

the material reward for most teachers
throughout our country.
That lyoung men and women, who
are given the work of educating future America, in many cases highly
cultured, in all cases educated, should
live in almost penury, is an argument
E.F.D.8.
Lydia E.PiiJkham's Vegetable Com- for our coarse materialism, and should
and be far other than a subject of pleaspound, matle from native rootsharm-f
herbs, contain? no narcotics or
ant content for many communities.
record
ul drug and y
holds the
The best wages paid in the world
cures
for the largest number of actual
al! kinds of hard work are paid
for
diseases.
fcfjala
jyof
'to-da-

L

In our country, with one exception
the work of 'our teachers. Most peo-

ple regard and lightly, the visible and
external life work of the teacher as
difficult and unsatisfactory, and so,
apart from the invisible and splrtual,
doubtless it is. And for the external
and material work, the external and
material reward should be equivalent;
this justice demands and justice Is
rarely satisfied.
But my text forbids me to dwell
on this question; not the gold, but
the temple that sanctifieth the gold;
not the mean material wage of the
teacher, but the dignity and splendor
of the whole profession of the teach
er, pillars and clerestory, arches,
aisles, and holy altar, invite me today.
It Is a great happiness in life to belong to a profession that is high;
that fine pride which comes to the
worthy member from his high' profession is the true attic salt of the
years. Not that every profession and
every toll is not worthy which is assumed for humankind nor degraded
by selfishness. But there are degrees
in the worth of labor, as it appears
to human eyes. As in Dante's heaven,
there are finer spirits, nearest the
heart of the mighty wheel of love;
so in the round of human effort, the
more spiritual works and workers are
closest to the divine. And no true
teaching is possible, no valid teacher
exists without the spiritual element
and effort; indeed, the spiritual must
Inform that which is called secular
education, or the education is lifeless
and the educator a mere modeler in
clay, a plowman in marshy fields.
And not only is your profession,
voune men and women, elevated and
holy, but it has been ennobled by
countless men and omen, its votaries,
in every age.
Few of you, perhaps, may ever be
more than privates in the army of
teachers, but as I have said when adremnant
a
two
or
ago
dresslnz a day
of the Grand Army of the Republic,
the private shares with the general
his glory; the fame of one is the
fame of all. The genius of Grant,
the brilliance of Sheridan, the brav- ry of Sherman reflected them on the
unknown private until, in that encom-oassinlight, the warrior spirit of all
was quickened and gladdened. And,
putting aside the teachers of the
purely spiritual, the prophet and the
Driest, what a marvelous army have
you enlisted in, with what majestic
tread has it not shaken the world.
From that time when at descending
sun the great teacher of Athens drank
the hemlock cup, until this our own,
through all the memorable history of
the great universities, Paris, Bologna,
Salamanca, Oxford, Cambridge, the
real greatness of the world, has been
the greatness of its teachers, its sur
est glory theirs. And if at times
daring and presumptuous spirits like
he of old who rebeled, they have lilted their minds against God on His
throne, oftener still they have opened
the heavens and Irradiated the eartn
with gleams of the majesty and glory
of light inaccessible.
Ah. thank God, the true teachers,
the worthy of the profession, receive
their reward; they are hoLy in memory Few men and women forget their
school teachers, and when they for- eet them or recall them only as thin
and vague ghosts that memory con
lit
jures up, it is because there was livtle of substance and worth in the
ing teacher.
No memory is more vivid to me
than that of the teachers of my childbe
hood, the kindly faces that could
stern at times. No outward Influence
that touched mv life save that of my
father and mother, has so profoundly
affected it. And when a little time
sum 1 heard that the face that was
stern and kind was hidden forever be neath the cla.y of our country churehvard at home, a flood of thoughts and
tears and holy recollections carried
my soul to far other days and places
that may be lost in the vicissitudes of
time, but never to that fixed queen
of memory.
Young men ana women, you nave
learned, and it is your own fault if
vnn have learned not perfectly in this
school the mechanical art of your pro
fession; but, surely not that alone.
You' know that teaching in the humblest school means far more than
flinelnx the disjecta membra of read
ing and writing and arithmetic across
the weary sands of the school hours,
or otherwise your work were a slavery
more hopeless than the labor of
Sisyphus, eternally and fruitlessly
rolling up the great stone. Well you
know that no true teacher can be
content with imparting the dry form
ulas of mathematics or the proper
vocalization of written symbols of
speech; he is dealing in more than the
printed curriculum of the school
board; his work is in the future men
and women of the state, the marble
of his carving is living souls
"And life is not as idle ore.
But Iron dug from central gloom.
And heated hot with burning fears
And dlnted in baths of hlssine tears
And battered with the shocks of doom
To shape and use."
The time was when to many of ub
the most fascinating work was that
of the astronomer. There on his
tr

tower apart from the irritating care
of the street, a watcher of the stars.
he traced into order each seemlngl'
erratic course of the orbs of night;
or, better, he saw some indistinct, undetermined,
amorphous, flickering
mass slowly gather into the beauty
a star, under the silent and serene
laws of God.
How much greater and more fascinating is your profession: To watch
that greater than the glory of all the
stars, the formation of a mind, and
not to look on the work merely from
afar, but Intimately to order it, to be
under God the compress of His great
hand of the genesis of a soul, to participate in that holy work and crea
tive energy of the Almighty. Such is
the vocation of the teacher if he will
but know it; so exalted his work if he
will but understand.
It Is immortal spirits you will
shape and teach, and that knowledge
must be the light behind all your
school work; It must purify It and
bring a soul into it
The school principal, the school
board, the school examiner, may
never see that more spiritual order In
the work of the teacher; the school
curriculum may not in the printed
rules demand It; but, unless it in
forms and energizes all the work of
the school room, the school teacher
may receive so many dollars a month,
but is earning nothing; he has missed
his vocation; his own soul has never
been clothed upon with the fineness
o? the vesture that fits him for that
life feast; he belongs In the exterior
darkness, where men and women
merely buy and sell, and eat and
drink and sleep, as if they were
brutes, instead of Immortal spirits
and children of the living God.
We have advanced immeasurably
Druid
from that time when our
fathers built their huge willow figures
and burnt the little ones to honor
their hideous gods; we have no ap
parent valley of Hlnnom nor idol of
Moloch before which to sacrifice little
children, nor mountain like that evil
of the old Arabs, where
female Infancy was burled alive. We
fling the little ones no longer alive
into some physical Cloaca Maxima
like the ancient Romans, nor expose,
like the modern Chinese, our offspring to death.
Our civilization Indeed boasts that
we Christians have embraced in ten
der arms the little children; but how
true is our boast and how really inv
measurable after all is our advancement? How much remains to be ac
complished in our own favored land,
Still we see ragged and starved
childhood doling wares on the street
day and night; still there remains
the multitudinous tenements, where,
in squalor, by thfyery sight of the
world, the flesh and the devil, childhood is environed; still in many of
our states children are robbed of
happy childhood's inheritance by the
greed that is deaf to their cries and
prevents or hampers child labor laws;
still the same devil's greed thickly
sows the neighborhood of the poor
with the vicious saloon, or allows the
finery of the painted woman to flaunt
Itself, the temptation and envy of the
girl. And, darker still, you
will teach in large cities, will see not
infrequently enwrapping child life
the moral lurid colors as of Hinnom
and mephitlc atmosphere as of the
Cloaca Maxima.
Oh, not for the dole you will receive from the state; not for the
meager or decent living; not for the
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No 12
SATURDAY

9:30

TO

has rolled around and our After Supper Sale No. 12 will occur
Saturday evening, 7:30 to 9:30. Twelve big, successful sales, each bigger, better
and more enthusiastic than the Dreceedini one. each brindind larger crowds than
the one before.
Unprecedented values io new desirable mer
chandise and everything just as promised tells the story. No disappointments here. No
one leaves our store dissatisfied.
Qualities and prices are unequaled and always just as
advertised
Sale No. 12 will maintain our reputation for unusual value giving. Note the items
below then be here promptly at 7:30 Saturday evening.
Be with the crowd.
MOTHER WEEK

A

There's a reason

FOR CASH ONLYNO TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED.

10c Wash Goods 7c

75c Umbrellas 42c

A nice variety of new Lawns and Dimities, light and dark effects, stripes
- or small neat figures, all colors, worth
10c per yard, for our After Supper
Sale, per yard

A good umbrella with steel frame and
rod, wood handle, positively guaranteed for one year, worth regularly
75c, for our After Supper Sale,
each

7c

42c

15c Hose Supporters 8c

Men's 35c Underwear 18c

A lot of good new Hose Supporters in
black or white for Babies, Children,
Misses and Ladies, good elastic, with

rubber buttons, worth 15c, Saturday
evening, 7:30 to 9:30, per pair

Abu-Dala-

Shirts and Drawers of good quality,
either brown or Balbriggan, French
necks, worth regularly 35c each,
for our After Supper Sale, per

Q
OC

18c

garment

ESTABLISHED 166Z

University of

New flexico
Albuquerque, N. M.

0 OMINQ!
BjfirrriiiMiif'mfl

Summer School I9I1
Six Weeks, June

5

E M F "30"

- Flanders "20"

ARE YOU INTERESTED ?

to

July 14
Principal Subjects Offered:
General History, English
Literature, Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology,
Classics, Modern
Languages, Special Courses for High School
Instructors, Vocalfand
Instrumental Music.

CContinucd on Paire Three)

LIM

7:30

EVENING,

DAUGHTER

Phone flain 60

and arrange for demonstration date

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Lae
Now
Mexico.

Vegas,

HADWHUIOR
Fee for the Course
Five Dollars

Itched So that She Scratched Until
Blood Came. Hair Fell Out. Scalp
had Unpleasant Odor. Used Cuti
cura Soap and Ointment Four
Weeks. Scalp ' Perfectly Clear.

Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
Circular of Information on
application to the Registrar
of the University.

"When tny little daughter was about
five years old, she was taken with the
measles. A rew weeks
after the measles were
gone, she began to have
a severe scalp humor.

Ik

MEN:

It

J.

Orticnr Soap 2Se.. Cntlenn Ointment (SOei
Cuticura Reaolveot (50c.) or Cutlcun PUM

ud

2e.) an Kid throughout ttaa world. Potter Druf
A Cbm. Corp. Sole Propa., 135 Columbus At
p
book. Hew
tree,
Beaton, Hut.
ta Treat for AOectiooa of Um Uklu and Scalp.
32--

CLEAN

Pt)RE

SJ

Ng

USTING

QUALITIES

Made from distilled water

Hair Began to Grow Again and Now
Has Beautiful, Long Hair.

itched so that she
would scratch the whole
day, until the blood
came. We had a doctor
and tried a good many
other remedies, but
Her
nothing helped.
hair all fell out and the
scalp itself had an unpleasant odor.
"After we had tried
u tne other remedies,
"VI
iv Hi
my wife told me to try
O-the Cuticura Remedies.
We bought one cake of
Cuticura Soap and one box of Cuticura
Ointment. We used the Cuticura Remedies according to directions and in
about three or four weeks her scalp was
perfectly clear of the terrible humor.
Her hair began to grow again and now
she has beautiful, long hair. Si ice that
time I have recommended thu Cuticura
Remedies to other people and they alio
had success. Chan. Salzbienne-- , Amaut,
Iowa, Nov. 8, 1809."

U

Crystal !c

For tender face and neck after
any skin or scalp disease

PHONE

227

MAIN

tS3
shav-

ing, for pimples, black heads, dandruff

or

Cet Us Show Vou

GROSS, (ELL

Vle? Kidney Pills take hold of vour
system and heln von tn rid vnnraoif nt
your dragging backache, dull headache, nervousness, impaired eyesight,
and of all the 111b resulting from the
impairod action of your kidneys and
bladder. Remember It is Foley KidO. G. Schae-fe- r
ney Pills that do this.
and Red Cross Drug Co.

CO.

(Incoporated)

use

ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP. .
ZEMO la guaranteed to relieve all
soreness and itching. The soap Is
part of the treatment, best for all

toilet purposes.
Sold by druggists everywhere and
in East Las Vegas by E. G. Murphey.

Y &

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Doaleru

WOOL, HIDES
BAlNiyAOONS-HAClNEVEHlCL-

In

and PELTS

ES-,1

SEVEN HOUSES
EaSt

LaSonl

NMM

A?UqUCr

iniiiudu,

N' M" Tucumcari, N. M.
M., Pecos, N.iM.,
oioraao

8

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

FISHERIES CAR MONTH OF

MAY

LAUDS TEACHING

FRIDAY, JUNE 2, 191 1

3

WHEN RAILROAD

(Continued from Page 2.)

"

ARRIVES

MO

TROUT

ENJOYED EXCESS

ACIS AS THE

position you will hold before the
but from what you
thrifty
will owe to the honor and dignity of
ycur profession, from the spirit of
your corps it will be your duty and
life, and it should be your pleasure,
to feel that the children entrusted to FROZEN
FLUID GIVES RELIEF TO
you are yours, to love, to shape and
SMALL STATIONS IN REmold them toward true manhood and
rate-paye- r,

OF MOISTURE

ICE MAN

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

OF 40,000 BABY FISH TOTAL" PRECIPITATION WAS 2.41
INCHES, OR .54 ABOVE THE
REACHES SANTA FE 'FROM
NORMAL
NEOSHO, MO.
MOTE PLACES
womanhood.
I
do
not
troubled
touch
that
ques
the
month
of
the
total
May
During
Santa Fe, N. M., June 2. United
With the approach of the hot seaprecipitation here was ' 2.11 inches. tion, religion in the school; the wisNo.
car
with
1,
fisheries
the
States
Thla is .54 inches in excess of the dom of time, the mercifulness of the son, the Santa Fe is commencing its
words In gold "Department Commerce normal rainfall for the
summer avocation, acting as
month, May years, will give that its solution. But regular
and Labor," stretching across the en- tblg season having been wetter than whatever your religious persuasion, ice man to those who are not located
Because the advertiser has done something: to inspire confidence.
tire length of the car is on .the tracks for several years. The greatest rain- Protestant, or Catholic, or Jewish, or near all the comforts of a home.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prodOn the long desert stretches, in the
near the Santa Fe depot. The car fall in any twenty-fou- r
hours' during of no denomination, you muBt remem
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
will be here until tomorrow. It has the month was on the fourteenth
when ber that truth and Justice and rever- heat of the midsummer months, the
statements.
brought 40,000 trout for distribution .55 inches of water fell. On May 20, ence and care for others, and clean- railways, the Santa Fe in particular,
The trout one inch of snow fell.
staact
as
Icemen
scores
Its
In New Mexica streams.
for
of
He
liness
can
of
be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
and
and
mind,
body
speech
There were
are mostly 2 14 inches in length and eleven days when .01 inches or more and the high patriotism that sees in tion and section men, who, by their
He
believes in his goods to the extent of investing: his capital, not
are for various persons who have o' moisture fell. There were nineteen the political bribe the reward of employment, are cut off from nearly
all
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
summer
the
other
luxuries
which
asked the government for them. In clear days.
Judas these are the true heritage of
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
make
life
worth
while.
charge of the car are five men, exand
child,
are
every
you
unworthy
Killing frost occurred on five days,
In the
stations, Ice
good secure repeat orders.
perts in handling baby fish, and a May 1, 2, 3, 11 and 21. There were the gift and office of teacher unless
ccok to provide meals.
three hail Btorms, on the twelfth, you assist the children entrusted to is not really a summer luxury. It Is
The
advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
almost in the nature of an absolute
The car is a curious looking one, twentieth and tewnty-eightyour care to their inheritance.
the
latter
is
the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
An existence could be
inside, and reminds one of a cream- being the most severe that has occur
mis understanding of his word necessity.
out
You
numerous
without
but
are
it marks
it,
big cans, red here several years. There were was never more necessary In the digged
ery. There are
justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, bethe
difference
between
and
in which the little fish are "strictly nine thunder storms.
living
teacher than it is today. Look around
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
in the swim" and connecting with
The maximum temperature reached you and see the eoarseness of ihe merely existing.
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
Recognizing this fact with kindly
these cans are rubber tubes through during the month, according to the objects that most of .our people pursue
money in telling others of their goodness.
the Santa Fe makes
which water and air are forced by an observations of Professor John C as most desirable,
In the lack of forethought,
elaborate pumping system at the rear Tiaker of the Normal University was reverence in childhood and for child- provision for supplying ice to its fam
It
to
ilies along the line, free of cost.
81 degrees. This
of the car.
temperature was at- hood, In the rank individualism that
Therefore, on a sizzling afternoon,
A ton of ice in the chest keeps tained on three days.
May 24, 25 and fcrgetswe are citizens of one country
the water cool and the attentions of 30. The minimum temperature was and sons of God, in the dethronement when you wonder why the train stopB
at some lonesome little tank-towthe fishery experts, night and day, 30 degrees on May 11.
of patriotism and the barter of the
cottonwoods
comfortable.
fish
the
The mean maximum temperature ballot that we have verily entered our surrounded by
keep
and apparently a million miles of unThe car started from Neosho, Mo., was 72.5 degrees and the mean mini- dark ages and morality.
cultivated landscape Just watch the
where there is a hatchery.
mum was 42 degrees.
The vulgar materialism of the day train crew.
The little fish are taken in suitable
may threaten
They will be seen putting off 50
containers to the various places where
"To break up the sun or the moon pounds or so of
refreshing
there haa been a call for them. They PLENTY OF MONEY
And quench the stars in the ancestral fiozen
d
agua pura to a
are not allowed to go alone, however,
night
station agent who runs out eagerly to
for an expert accompanies each shipAnd overturn the thrones of God and
get It. It means much to his wife and WILL OPERATE TO
ment. The railroads it Is said handle
'
FOR RATON TEAM
angels,"
babies, and almost as much to him
the fteh gratis to accommodate the
Hut you teachers of the country are self.
government and the dear public.
SAVE
LIMBS
The shipping of ice has already
given a medium for its regeneration
men
can
stand
Only the strongest
GATE CITY FANS CONTRIBUTE
more
who
than
he
desired
and
is
potent
out
sent
to
it
the
being
the strain of caring for the little fish LIBERALLY FOR PROFESSIONAL
aaked for Its ballads; you are given small desert stations In chunks of HERMAN COOPER WHO FELL
en route, for there Is little sleeping
BASEBALL CLUB
its children. Upon their shaping and from 30 to 90 pounds. By July the
TRAIN AT TRINIDAD DISto be done at day or at night, considof
the
future
will
welfare
LOCATED
HIS SPINE
exceed
depends
shipments
thousands
guiding
of
ering the vast number of fish which
Raton, N. M., June 2.
uring the our nation.
pounds dally, and this will keep up
have to be looked after, otherwise
past few days of the present week,
Your life work, your whole Interest, until about September 1. It costs a
Trinidad, Colo., June 2. In the hope
they might die.
the subscription list for the financial
should be in the children of your tidy sum to supply this Ice, hut the of restoring the use of his lower limbs,
When finally a stopping point is
backing of a salaried team for Raton school; you should
reached and the fish are dispatched
betray it In your railways, considering the comfort of Herman Cooper, the young man who
during the coming season has had a
to their destination, a few of the ex
every manner and mood in the school employes, is satisfied with the inves tell under a moving freight train
large number of substantial additions
Tuesday night at Ludlow, will underroom; it should extend to the very roent.
perts try to catch up their lost slum- - made to It.
the
total
a
bringing
to
up
go an operation at the local hospital.
homes
of
care
children
and
their
the
bers.
figure that makes baseball for Raton and
A further examination .has developed
in so far as
And the little fish? They are placed this summer
surroundings
there,
a certainty. The secre- that can be done
Some habits one should want to break and
BATON GIRL WINS
that he sustained a dislocation of the
without indelicate
. in lakes, ponds and streams and have
tary has just closed several dates with or
fracIs
and
all
his
foot
that
bad habits are bad to keep.
left
spine
a good time, growing in size, until Las Vegas and Dawson
impertinent intrusion. You should
and will go every one of you feel that you are
G.
His
tured
Mrs.
and
Mr.
parents,
FREE
EUROPEAN
eome clever Waltonite gets a hook in to Trinidad to
TRIP H,
'
close a fixed schedule
Cooper of Kenna, N. M., have
with all the good men and
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
their mouths.
with Trinidad that will insure twelve leaguers
been notified by Dr. Perry Jaffa, the
habit anyone can have.
or sixteen games for the season, al- women everywhere, who, pitying the MISS LOTTIE STEELE ONE OF
good
attending physician and they reached
and reverencing the
helplessness
The uniform success that has at- ternating between the two cifies.
stuIN
DENVER
WINNERS
NEWS
here today. The boy had been a
of childhood, proclaim
tended the use of Chamberlain's Colic,
are on for one or two ex- guilelessness
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST
dent at the Denver Normal school durAnyone who will read each day The Optic
that every child must receive its pro
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
made it a favorite everywhere. It can tensive trips for the team, one north per care and fitting chance in life,
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
ing the past year and Instead of buyalways be depended upon. For sale and one south, both of which will be Your work may be
Raton, N. M., June 2. Miss Lottie ing a ticket to his home he checked
best opportunity that he may find and then
dispiriting at
t
taken with the express purpose in
by all druggists,
local operator for the Postal his baggage to Amarillo, Tex., and
Steele,
childthe
men
evils
to
that
do
times,
follows
up the "lead,' will surely get quick
view of letting the Southwest know
Ludhood It may seem desperate to com- Telegraph company, has Just been In- started out to beat his way. At
It is vorse than useless to take any that there Is such a place as
success.
formed of the pleasing fact that she low he fell under the train and how
Raton, bat. Never despair. It is the
medicine internally for muscular or and that she is
cry of
alive to the pleasures
Is the successful contestant in the he escaped being ground to pieces is
chronic rheumatism. All that is needall
the
It
is
of
the
all
ages,
gospel
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
ed is a free application of Chamber- or baseball a certain Index to the God's
New Mexico district for the European little short of miraculous.
prophets
fact that a municipality Is genuinely
lain's Liniment. For sale by all
will
help people to get what they want when
trip offered by the Rocky Mountain
"Men shall yet hear
imencan ana on the qui vive.
Acted
Quickly
News.
contestants
Four
Remedy
Kidney
enter
were
Foley's
The archangels rolling Satan's empty
they want it.
M. N. George, Irondale. Ala., was
ed from this district, Miss Steele se
skull
bothered with kidney trouble for many
curing the coveted prize with 219,000 years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-le- y
Over the mountain tops."
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
Kidney Remedy, and before tak
Never despair. The reward of your votes received from securing subscriptions to the Denver publication. ing it three days I could feel Its benework will not be material.
People A
ficial effects. The pain left my back,
party of twenty-on- e
young 'adies
may think your position and you in
my
kidney action cleared up, and I
will
leave Denver on July 1st, for a am so
much better. I do not hesitate
significant. Your name may find little
mention in the merry and merciless two months' trip through England, to recommend Foley Kidney Remmouths of men. You may be remem Scotland, Ireland, France, Germany, edy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
Co.
$?
bered in no history but so sure aB Switzerland, Austria and Italy, all Drug
the circle in the water forever en traveling and hotel accommodations
Whooping cough is not dangerous
larges Itself, your Influence on men being the very best that can be se when the cough is kept loose ana
and women will go on until the waves cured and all expenses being borne expectoration easy by giving ChamPub berlain's Cough Remedy. It has been
of time exhaust themselves on the by the Rocky Mountain New
of this dis
After
lishing
company.
spending a used in many epidemics
shores of eternity.
week visiting in Chicago, Washington, ease with perfect success. For sale
Keep the young heart. Living with
by all druggists.
the young, with the artless, the trust- and New Yorky the party will leave
on
July 8th aboard the "Finland" for
ful, the frank in confidence, the ready
of belief the thorough In reverence, the continental countries and will rethe spread of God's heavens Is not turn August 31st. Miss Steele Is realone above you; but around you all ceiving the hearty congratulations of
your days in the simplicity and beauty her many friends for her decided
triumph In landing the vacation trip.
of childhood
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities,
"The land of fairy,
GEORGIA
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost Yitality and vigor. Refuse ubtitutea
BARACAS
MEETS
Where nobody gets old and godly and
FOR 8ALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
Macon, Gam June 2. The progress
grace,
of
the
Baraca
movement
in this state
Where nobody gets old and crafty and
was evidenced by the large and repwise.
Where nobody gets old and bitter in resentative attendance today at the
opening of the second annual conventongue."
MATINEE
MATINEE
Sursum corda. Lift up your hearts; tion of the Georgia Baraca associa
tion.
The
covers
three
davs
program
the words occur In the nrpfi
fr,
LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.
AND NIGHT
AND NIGHT
tnat which the old church calls the and provides for addresses, lectures
and discussions by Sunday school
Mystery of Faith."
Lift up your
hearts and see and understand that leaders and other religious workers
from all parts of the state.
your Hfework also Is sacramental, and
touches the very Inner sanctuarv nf
Shake Into Your Shoes
that mystery men call life; that yo'i
EMBLEM OF PURITY AND EXCELLENCE SINCE I860
Foot-EasAllen's
the antiseptic poware priests lighting the lamp of God
der.
It
relieves painful, smarting,
on this altar of time. The meaner
minds that measure worth and dig- tender, nervous feet, and instantly
takes the sting out of corns and bunbut
none
Civelltb
of
malted
and
as
distillation
grain,
nity by the commercial standard may
is an absolutely pure
ions. It's the greatest comfort dissound clean grain can be malted, it has for its base the most carefully never understand or appreciate, but
covery oj the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
'selected grains o the field. It is a predigested liquid food in the you have entered Into your reward
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
form of "a medicinal whiskey; its palatability and freedom from
"If the old tales are true,
is a certain relief for sweating calso that it can be retained by the most Oueena
have wed shepherds and
injurious substances render it
Direct here from Philadelphia, Willow Grove Park The
lous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Alsensitive stomach.
kings beggar maids;
use
to
In
ways
It
break
for
new
and
stimulant
shoes.
tonic
Greatest Amusement Park in America
It is a gentle, invigorating
God's nrocreant waters flowlns- - nhnnt
j
of the body. It is a remedy that should
Try It today. Sold everywhere, 25
minds
good every important organ
your
be in the family medicine chest. It is especially valuable for use at this Have made you more than kings and cents. Don't accept any substitute.
For FREE trial package, address AlFRANK HELLE
'
time to enrich the blood and rebuild the system that has become run
queens."
mu uimun.
"""""'iiprtiHornSoloigl
len
S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
strain
of
winter.
the
from
long
iiuunK)
down and weakened
OTTO H. JACOBS
is the only whiskey that was taxed by
fcfm2?
Belkium".
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
Spanish-America- n
JAMES E. SEEBOLD . .. . .. . . .7? .
the
war.
medicine
a
as
mI
during
Government
He
T
Miss
Most
world
In
the
of
trouble
the
the
don't
believe
Antique
you
i..
HENRY
MAYER.
dealers
and grocers, or direct, $1.0f
Get the genuine: sold by druggists,doctor's advice
Xyophonfc-feloist
is
women.
caused
could
aided
She
tell
Miss
Yes,
by
my
age.
on
free
Caustique
Medical booklet and
request.
i,ra bottle Malt
T could, but I wouldn't be so mean.
and abetted by men.
Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
The Duffy
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court finds that pne of the several
methods employed by the American
Tobacco company was "by persistent
expenditure of million upon millolns
of dollars in buying out plants, not for
the purpose of utilizing them, but In
order to close them up and render
them useless for the purpose of
trade."

TENDENCY OF IMPROVED
RAILROAD STATIONS
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
DAILY BV CARRIER
opy
One Week
One Month

The
movement for better living conditions and more attrac
world-wid-

05
x5
65

e

sary to secure the highest efficiency
of work, as' well, as , for their pleasure and heakh. ; tr ( ;
; ?
j j
It Is a fact beyond contradiction,
that any mail can do more work in
eleven months of too tar, with a
proper amount of rest and recreation
at the heated season of the year.
than will be done if be remains at
the post of duty through the heated
term.
Naturally each vacation must adjust Itself to some extent to ona'e
pocketSook, and a vacation does not
necessarily mean a long trip. Any
place where you can enjoy yourse'f.
free from the cares of your usual
a
work, especially remaining
as nearly all the time as possible.
will suffice. If one is particular about
enjoying social advantages during this
rest and recreation, he naturally goes
to some of the Pacific coast resorts,
or hies himself off to Colorado or
the northern lakes, or else makes it
a longer trip and goes to the Atlanti
seashore.
After all, when one has gene to
this place,, or to the hundreds of at
tractive places on the great lakes or
along either of the oceans, it usually
becomes a question of whether he
wants to seek new fields or enjoy
old acquaintances.
At any rate, it makes no difference
what your station In life is, or how lit
tle you feel you can afford to spend
for your' summer vacation, you owe
It to yourself, to your employer, and
to your health, to take a rest, and
having decided that you will do so, to
give the question careful consider
tlon, that ,you may make It profit
able without being expensive.
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Franco-America-

BACHARACH'S
7 to D p.m.
Kid Glove Special

6.

$2.75 and $3.00

Women's Oxfords

A complete line of sizes in a
good

v

, Your unres.ricted choice of our 2
or 3 strap or lace oxfords, all sizes,
in all leathers,
per pair.

$2.19

Saturday Night

Saturday Night

7 to 9 P. m.

7 to 9 p.m.

Hand Embroidered

Harquesettes Patterns

White Underskirt

These patterns contain 5
yards of
material, made of the finest
Marquesettes obtainable
and the
embroidery work has been done by
hand a dress pattern in each reg-ulprice per pattern is $15.00r-the- y
come in coral, lavender; black, and '!
all the new shades,
f
j
. lij) A AeLlD
your choice

Special

56-inc-

h

A good serviceable petticoat, fine
embroidery or lace trimmed, 38 to 42
lengths, always sold by us at $2.00,
special, each

ar

--

$X

Qn

Saturday Night

-

i

v"

I

515-S1- 7

Railroad
Avenue

'

.

7 to 9 P. El.

leather glove, 2 clasp, assorted colors
and black, our regular $1.35
QQ
and $1.50 values, per pair. . .LOC

good-lookin-
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MD; FINANCIAL

TODAY'S; COMMERCIAL

Betty may not be very worldly wise,
-but she Is practical. She knows
strong. Muttons 3.B04.25; lambs
enough to take a common sense view ATCHISON GOES
IN WHEAT
UP
of things sentimental as well as ma$5.507.00; fed wethers and yearlings TRADING
terial. So, when she listened to the
$3.7505.25; fed western ewes $3.50
RATHER UNSETTLED
proposal of the young. man she is
LEVEL 3.85.
TO
fond of, she couldn't help saying what
nJ)
she did.
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
FEAR
"If you reject me, Betty dear," he TIPS 115, FOLLOWING UNUSUAL
MANIPULATION
OF
Chicago, June 2. Cattle Receipts THE
urged in a final appeal, "I shall never,
DEMAND FOR RAILROAD
Market steady. Beeves $5.15
1,500.
BROUGHT ABOUT IRREGULAR
never love another. It will be the
6.40; Texas steers $4.505.50;
ISSUES
BIDDING MARKET EA3Y
end."
western steers $ 4 . 75 5 . 50 ; stockers
I
"Anl if
cows ami
accept you," she asked,
New York, June 2. A number of and feeders $3. 855. 65;
Chicago, June 2. Fear of manipula"does the same thing hold good?"
heifers
calves
$5.25
$2.405.80;
stocks were carried to the highest
tion
brought about an irregular unset
Philadelphia Times.
level of the year this morning. The 7.75.
tled
market today for wheat. The
s.
Market
13,000.
Hogs Receipts
July and September options pursued
or the first time in his life he demand for railroad issues , was in steady. Light
medium
$5.756.10;
and during a great
different
was braving the perils of the sea, un- spirited largely by the AprJ reports,
$r..706.5; heavy $5.5506.00; rough deal of thepaths,
had
effective
that
demonstrating
steps
time one delivery was up
der the heavy handicap of
choice
to
heavy
$5.555.75; good
nerves and a weak stomach. The old been taken to curtail expense. A fur
bulk when the other was down. PredicIn American Tobacco $5.7506.00; pigs $5.5006.00;
ther
weakness
tions, however, that world shipments
stagers in the smoking room held him
of
sales $5.9006.00.
securities had no effect on the general
would
be more than two million bushwith
spellbound
stories
Market
6,000.
Sheep Receipts
in
excess of last week tended to
els
of shipwreck and hurricane. Sudden- list. The common stock dropped 12 strong. Native
$3.0004.45; western head off
or to 400, on the curb and the
any general advance. July
ly a sailor dropped a heavy block iwlnts,
bond issues were also sold freely. The $3.0004.50; yearlings $4.255.15; started at 90 to
upon the deck.
90, unchanged to
bond market was firm.
The market lambs, native $4.2506.90; western
rose to 91 and then fell back
"What's that?" he cried, paling.
down,
7.10.
$4.25
0
"The barometer falling," answered in general reflected the change In
Corn opened easy but
.
to 90
sentiment that has been the outgrowth
a wag.
rallied because country sales were
8T. LOUIS WOOL
"Lord help us!" he moaned, as he cf opinions expressed In the supreme
only fair. July opened unchanged to
court
decisions
St.
in
cases.
trust
June 2. Wool Market
the
Louis,
to 54
off at 53
and recovered
staggered away to his cabin.
The government report' on cotton fur unchanged. Territory and western to
Strength developed in oats
54.
nished more ammunition for the bulls mediums 17020; fine mediums 17
because of dry weather complaints
and
was directly reflected in the 10; fine 12015.
memone
from France. July started at 36
of the
"Well, Georgie,'
to
bers said to a colored waiter when southern group of stocks. The mar
down and then
unchanged to
36,
the party broke up, "I guess ,we've ket closed strong, last sales being as
NEW YORK METAL
climbed to
Provisions were
New York, June 2. Lead, market weak. First sales were 2 05 cents
violated every rule of the club to fo'lows
67
Amalgamated Copper
easy 4.4004.50; standard copper to 10 cents lower with July pork at
night, haven't we?"
120
"Yes, suh," George responded, "all American Beet Sugar
quiet;
spot and Sept. 11.8512.05. $14.70 to $14.75 and September lard
Atchison
115
but one, suhj"
Silver 5Z.
and ribs respectively $8.17
and
134
"What one is that " the clubman Great Northern, pfd
7.82. Scorching dry weather in the
asked.
Southwest caused later a decided reNEW YORK MONEY
135
"They ain't nobody busted the rule Northern Pacific
New York, June 2. Call money 2M turn of strength which was added to
10Uf4
against tips, suh," said the sorrowful "cwuiug
news of grasshoppers In Minne6 per cent;
prime mercantile paper by
Southern Pacific
120M
George St. Louis
sota
and bf the Hessian fly In Indiana.
per cent, Mexican dollars 45,
Union Pacific, ex dlv
186
The close, however, was easy on proWhile I was being shaved the shop United States Steel
fit taking. July sold finally at a net
f 77
United
States
NEW YORK. BUTTER
steel,
lig
door opened gently and in walked a
pfd.,
ain of
cent. Corn closed steady
New York, June 2. Butter barely with
colored boy of 15, who looked around
at a net decline
July
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
steady process, special 18 cents; exin an embarrassed way ofr a moment
Final quotations for the day were
Kansas City, June
attle
Re- tras
arted; first, 17 asked.
and then said to the barber:
as follows:
"Jim, you was Isgaiged to my sis ceipts 1,000. Market steady. Native
Wheat, July
Sept. 88.
steers $5.256.35; southern steers
ter, Linda."
Corn, July
NEW YORK COTTON
Sept. 54.
"You mean I is engaged to her," $4.105.50; southern cows and heif
Oats, July
New York, June 2. Cotton spot
Sept. 36.
ers $3.004.50; native cows and heifwas the pompous reply.
Pork, July $14.60; Sept. $14.15.
ers $3.006.00; stockers and feeders closed quiet; 10 points lower. Mid up
"But Linda has sent word."
Lard, July $8.05; Sept. $8.15.
lands 15.75; mid gulf 16.0. Sales 60
25
4.
$4.
cows
native
50;
and heifers
"Oh, she has? Does she dun want
Ribs, July $7.85; Sept. $7.80.
$3.006.00; stockers and feeders bales.
the marriage hurried up?"
No, sah; she dun wants you to $4,255.50; hulls $3.855.00; calves
CALIFORNIAN A SUICIDE
know dat she married Bill Lee 'bout $5.007.50; western steers $5.00
LIVERPOOL COTTON
June 2. Herbert Kullman,
Chicago,
western
6.10;
cows $3.004.75.
two hours ago."
lbse; cotton spot president of the Kullman Salz comLiverpool, June 2.
Hogs Receipts 5,000. Market stead; In limited in demand,
'What? What's dat ? Your sister
prices unchang- pany, tanners, of Benicao. Calif., and
saleB ?5.855.95; heavy J 5. 80 ed. American
dun married to dat nigger. Werry Bulk
middling fair 8.87; good president of the water company sup
5.90; packers and butchers $
well, sah. Den you return to dat sis
middling 8.33; low middling 8.13; plying that city, committed suicide
ter and gib her my compliments and
lights $5.905.97.
good ordinary 7.87; ordinary 7.62. here today by shooting himself in the
Sheep-iReceitell her dat I was dun married mo'
4,000.
Market Sales 5,000 bales.
bead.
dan fo' weeks ago, and dat she hain't
dun fooled me worf shucks! Dat's
all, sah, and please close de doah as
you go out!" National Monthly.

tive surroundings in this country and
abroad is manifesting itself in many
une .ear
$7.50 ways, but in none more conspicuous
AIY BY MAIL
ly than in the tendency on the part
Oae Year
$6.00 of railroads to build handsome an J
SiMonths
3.00 convenient
railroad stations.
The
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Pennsylvania Station recently opened
in New York, soon to be followed by
GROWER
une ear
12 no tne Grand Central Station now in
Si
Months
1.00 course of construction, and the mag
nificent Union Station at Washing
intend ac the Potoffic at East ton, are conspicuous examples.
When
Lns Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States Malls the Union Station at St. Louis ard
as second class matter.
the Broad Street Station at Phila
delphia were erected some years ago
it was thought that the limit had
FRIDAY, JUNE 2, 1911.
been reached in the way of costly
conveniences
for the accommodation
F. H. P1EUC13 K1U1IT MAN of the
travelinf public, but the reThe Optic, along with Las Vegans cent New York and Washington per
in general, is feeling particularly hap-V7- . romances far surpass any previoas
over the selection of F. H. Pierce efforts. And now the Union Station
as trustee In charge of the construc- at Kansas City will soon be added to
tion of the mammoth Camfield dam the splendid group of railroad archiand Irrigation system. We feel, as tecture.
There is a reason for this move
does everyone else, that with Mr.
ment. In the evolution of societyTierce at the helm, the project will
he a reality within the year. Not after the acquisition of wealth comes
that we have doubted that D. A. Cam-fiel- the proper use of it. First the necessities of life must be supplied, then
and his associates would ultithe luxuries. We are now enterins
mately complete the irrigation plant
BEING A STATESMAN
oa the Las Vegas Grant, for with all upon the latter stage and traveling In
our modern days is one of the chief
the delays in the construction, The
luxuries and one of the most univerIt's mighty hard work being a states
Optic has ever been optimistic about
about the final outcome. But Mr. sally craved. Just as we Improve man and a member of congress, par
our household comforts and adjust ticularly when a tariff session is go.
Pierce is a man who has never failed
in any undertaking, big or little. He ourselves to a relatively higher stand- ing on.
Here is Speaker Clark, for instance,
has given this city the best water ser- ard of living without increasing means,
vice system in the Southwest; he was so we demand greater comfort and overflowing with the milk of human
for nine years an Invaluable member more esthetic environments in our kindness, desiring nothing quite so
of the Las Vegas Grant board; he has modes of traveling. Our Increasing much as peace and harmony, yet put
been interested in numerous other en- fastidiousness is In the air, as ft in a cruel position by the march of
were, and our transportation manag- events. For now comes Mr. Bryan
terprises for the progress and upbuild- ers feel
it without the spoken wo'd with the assertion that anybody who
ing of La Vegas. And now he Is to
and
themselves to It. It !s even considers a duty on wool is only
adjust
direct the building of the biggest propart of the all but universal trend 'masquerading" as a democrat, while
ject in Las Vegas' history, which toward
a higher civilization which is at the same time the speaker's friend,
when it Is completed and in operathe natural outcome of our prodigious Chairman Underwood, majority leader,
tion, will stand as a monument to Mr.
Pierces ability to do things. We are control over the forces of nature dur-in- g is insisting that the real democrats
the last fifty years and the wealth cannot contemplate free wool at this
with' ybn, Mr. Pierce, as is everybody
and
leisure resulting from it.
time.
in Ias Vegas who wants to see the
Then there is also a social reason
What is a speaker of the house,
trrow
and
city
prosper.
why railway stations should be uni- who at the same time is a candidate
'
0
"
fied and beautified. What the mar for the
to do under such
SUPREME COURT'S NEW ket place was in olden times, the rail- - trying presidency,
circumstances?
He doesn't
RECORD
jr
Bia.uu
ia m a sense in our wish to alienate the chairman of the
times. It is the meeting place of ways and means
committee, for much
The term of the United States Su multitudes of people. It is the stage of the success of his administration
preme Court which has Just ended on which tragedy as well as comedy as speaker must depend on that lieu
It s the insects," complained the
was notable for the number and im-- to daily enacted the tragedy of
tenant. To combat Mr. Bryan, the
of the decrees rendered. Parture and separate and the joy of party's recent dictator, would be to amateur gardener. "They destroy all
as I may, I
From the adjudication of a certain reunion. Probably nowhere else Jo put a damper on a most
promising my radishes; anl, try
can't exterminate them."
phase of the organized labor problem human emotions in all phases come presidential boom.
Best remedy I know," said the
to the dissolution of the Standard 80 constantly into play. This is a
No wonder Mr. Clark is quoted as
friend
"is to lay salt between the
Oil company as a trust, followed by new feature in modern life, but one having nothing to
say on Mr. Bryan's
the application of the newly establish, that is growing In intensity with the pronouncement for free wool, and that rows. Never been known ti fail."
"Well," said the friend, when next
ed "rule of reason" to the Tobacco growth of social intermingling and he is equally discreet regarding M?.
they met, "and did you try the salt
trust, the court made history that tne passion for travel, and It demands Underwood's reply.
cannot tail to leave a permanent im- - conditions of space, environment,
How happy would he be with either on those insects?'
Yes," replied the other, "and the
press upon American commerce and conveniences fend decorations (com- were the other dear charmer away!
industrial organization. In the last mensurate with its growing ImporIt's pleasant to be great In politics; next morning the little beggars were
pulling up the radishes, dipping them
case, that of the tobacco company, tance and the higher standards im pleasant, but also trying.
in the salt and seating them by the
the court reaffirmed its adherence to posed by present-dacivilization.
score!" Ideas.
0
the "rule of reason" as applied to
"undisputed facts."
AT LEAST PROTECT THE
A Phlladelphian on his way to Eu- In some respects the decree in the
CHILDREN
American Tobacco company's case is
rope was experienclnfl seasickness
for the first time. Calling his wife
more definite and intelligible to the
No one takes a keener interest in
public, although the court in this in the careless driving of an auto en- Celtio Sbraneer Tim Hennasfiv Jir to his bedside, he said, In a weak
voice: "Jenny, my will is in the Com
stance mas snirted the responsibility tnusiast tnan his saner friends, who just bin arrested ; what will
yez charge mercial Trust
compny's care. Every
ior
remedial methods to mauige in tne pleasures of autoing. to defend him?
Is left to ylu, dear, My various
thing
ma iuer courc. .witn tne order that o one regrets rast, careless driving
Very Young Lawyer Ten dollars is stocks
you will find in my safe de
we wubi ue dissolved within six more tnan tnese carerul ones who my fee in police court caseB.
box."
months and two additional months if go about the pleasure with a view of
posit
Celtic Stranger Well, here it is
Then he said, fervently:
'."And,
necessary, the Supreme Court adjourn- - protecting the public as well as the rve had It in for Tim this lone toime
Jenny, bury me on the other side. I
ed until the October term. As in the ones who ride in his machine. These Un' it Is wotrh
to
tin darlars
git even can't stand this
euuiu-- m
u case. Associate justice iacis may De ascertained by a lew wid him! Puck.
trip again, alive Ir
dead." Lippincot's.
Harlan, dissented to the application moments conversation with this class
of thej"rule of reason" to the Sher-- of automobilists.
"Frank Work," said a New York
man law which grants a "perpetua- The Optic deplores the fact that
"It was a terrible sensation," says
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Nom,.i t,m
quire 519 National avenue.
become rich if you save steadily and invest
equauy wen tne or the past and I highly recommend
Vim 7
wisely.
cifflcult
positions of guard and cen- - Foley Kinney Pills." O. G. Scahefer
ter. He received an ovation when an Red Cross3I)ruif Co.
:V
he stepped on; the platform. - His prize
will care for your savings and
;s a senoiarsnip for the fall term next
mere is (jne mH3lclne tnat every
pay you interest as an
of the Indian Pueblo of
ne
snouia
with
and
year.- -. v. .. ..
Do
provided
Jiwjnuy
encouragement..
know
of any reason why
you
CONTRACTOR
and BUILDER ' ' i'
"
I : especially during tne summer months:
Santa Clara, who la Piloting the Boy
h
you shouldn't commence ?
heveral ot he;; prizes have not been viz, Chamberlain's
Cholera
and
Colic,
Estimates-FurnisheScouts of Las Vegas ort Their Overlon All Kinds of
awarded tBU year because no compet Diarrhoea Remedy. It is almost cerand Hike to the Famous Cliff
Building job Work a Specialty.
tors entered the race. Others will b tain to be needed.. It costs but a Quar
VEGAS
'
0M1K
j Dwellings.
f'hone Main 336.
Opposite Optic given when the winners have been do ter. Can you afford to be without It?
For sale by all druggists.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
Estray Advertisement
Notice U hereby given to whom It
to may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by

MANY NEW YORK COMMUTERS

Ootic

I

Population

of District

Tributary

City Is Estimated at 7,000,000
Few Figures.

i

I

COLUMN!

1

Ot
Oi
Ol
s

Oi

New York. One thing from which
Yorkers did not swear off on
January 1 la commuting, since figures
Just compiled show that this city's
army of commuters, the dally travelers by city and suburban transit lines
Is over 2,000,000.
The population of the area, including
those who do business in the city, is
nearly 7,000,000. The exact figure Is
6.846,097, which la more than 1,000,000
greater than the population of Illinois, the third state in the Union, Including Chicago, the country's second
city.
This commutation district, consisting of the territory lying within thirty
miles of Times square, contains
of all the people in the continental territory of the United States.
It equals the population of six large
southern states, with 100,000 to spare.
It exceeds the combined population of
Virginia, North Carolina and South
Carolina by something over 1,000,000.
Going west one finds that the district of New York has a greater population than the 11 westernmost states,
with nearly 250,000 in population still
unmatched, notwithstanding that two
of these states, Washington and California have more than 1,000,000 each.
Many foreign countries have armies
and navies and pretensions to being
world powers have smaller populations
than the New York district Among
them are the Netherlands, exclusive of
colonies, with 5,591.700; Portugal prop
er, with 5,423,000; Sweden, with 6,294,- 000; Argentine Republic, with 8,210,- 000; Chile, with 5,000,000; Greece and
Denmark, with an aggregate population of about 6,000,000, while the district is within a few hundred thousand of all Belgium.
In view of these figures it Is not dif
ficult to understand the reason for the
millions of dollars which are being
spent here for transportation improvements.
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RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

14

aii
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ADVER-

five cents per line

each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a
line. No ad to occupy lest space than
wo lines. All advertisements charged will be booked at space actually
set, without regard to number of

'

words.

Cash

In

In

advance

preferred.

Wanted

M

at
tf-a- i

2.

Waitress at

WANTED

Res-- .

Blsmark

taurant,

3(

1

WANTED

Room and board by young
Not healthseeker. H100,

bi
til

,

tl

WANTED Girl for general housework. Small family, Mrs. Havlland,
133 Railroad avenue.

O
al

P
I1

gentleman

care Optic

PICKING
WANTED
Ii

A'

first class

qrire Mrs. Ward,

seamstress.

802 Third

St

v)

f

For Sale

o!

b.

t
ll
d

j
w

On Jackson 2 cyL roadgood running order, any
demonstration given. Cost
$1,000, will sell
for $250. W. T.
Brown, Watrous, N. 51.
In

tl
-

v ,P
w

ll

FOR SALE White Wyandotte chicks.
Price according to size. Mrs. M. E.
Johnson, Humboldt. Kan.

c

FOR
SALE Thoroughbred Jersey
neiter, fresh. 1 4 5. Call 1007 Eleventh street.
P

P

I

FOR SALE "The ' Albert,"
rent.
See Wheeler, Las
Steam Laundry Office.
FOR

s
id

C
;

IN WINTER

Flowers and Fruits Thriving
Southwestern Part of England
Mild Weather Prevails.

In

London. There are not many places
the United Kingdom where strawberries, raspberries and spring flowers are to be observed flourishing in
the open during the winter.
But such is the case in Cornwall
and some parts of Devon, where abnormally mild weather has recently
been experienced.
The other day Mrs. Scott of St.
Budeaux, on the Devon side of the
Tamar, plucked ripe raspberries in
her garden, and at Landrake, a few
miles from Plymouth, Miss Benda
Rawllng also gathered raspberries In
her father's garden, while close to the
same village lovely strawberries were
plucked by Stanley Harris, and a
bunch of beautiful primroses by another man.
Violets, primroses and strawberries
have also been picked in other parts
of Cornwall.
In

Foil SALE
ster

BERRIES

RALE

Buff

cheap
Vegas

WOULD NOT SHOW HER FOOT

Plymouth

Rock
baby chicks, 312 per 100. Money Actress Refuses to Take Shoes and
nmsi accompany order. Mrs. MagStockings Off to Win Case In
pie E. Stevens. Humboldt, Kan., R 2.
Vienna Court.

J

p
4

FOR SALE Legal blanks of all
scriptions. Notary seals and
ords at The Optio office.

de-

rec-

For Rent
FOR RENT House with barn, chicken yards, orchard, and about 2 acres
of garden all plowed and partly
planted. See Burgan, 812 Douglas
avenue. Phone Vegas 15.
tf
FOR
RENT Five-roomodern
house. Inquire 825 Third street.

Vienna, An actress has Just figured
in an amusing suit brought against
her by a photographer at Debreczen,
Hungary. She had been photographed
with bare feet, and had refused to pay
for the photographs, alleging that her
feet were made to appear ridiculously
large.
In court she was asked to take off
her shoes and stockings In order that
a comparison might be made. This,
however, she refused to do.
It was then decided to compare the
finished photograph with the original
negative, and it was seen that ths
photographer in "retouching" had re
modeled the actress' toes so as to
make her feet appear really smaller
than represented In the negative. He
consequently won his case, the actress
leaving the court in high dudgeon.

The woman of today who has good
health, good temper, good sense,
brip-h- t
eyer and a lovely complexion, LOOK AT THE BIRD'S NAILS
the result of correct living and good
digestion, wins the admiration of the In
Selecting Good Laying Hen Eviworld. If your digestion Is faulty
dence of Scratching Ability Is of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver TabUtmost Importance.
lets will correct it. For sale by all
druggists.
Mo. "Chickens
Columbia,
with
short toenails are the best eee lav- ers," said Prof. J. E. Rice, poultry ex
LOCAL TIME CARD
pert ror Cornell university, addressing students of the Agricultural ColWE8T BOUND
lege of the University of Missouri.
"These chickens have short toeArrlvs
he said,, "from continuous
1:60 P.M. nails,"
No. 1
for food, and a chicken
scratching
6:15 A. M, that is
i
No. 3
,
constantly scratching for food
6:15 P. M, is sure to be industrious."
Ho. 7
6:35 P. M.
The hen of the olden time, ProfesNc. 9
sor Rice said, laid on an average only
'
Depart
2:10 P. M 18 eggs a year, while the modern hen
No. 1,
of pure breed will lay from one to two
6:20 A. M. hundred
No. t
eggs annually.
M.
6:40
7
P.
No.
7:00 P.M.
No. 9
Tolstoi's Grave Is Mecca.
Moscow.
Tolstoi's grave at Yasml
BOUND
EAST
Pollana is likely to become one of the
Arrlvs
chief places of pilgrimage in the em9:10 P. M. pire. Since the funeral large numbers
No 2
peasants arrive there dally. They
ll:l P. M. of
No 4
1:15 A. M. come mostly on foot, and many are
No 8
,
1:
P. M. now on the way there afoot
No 10
At the grave many hundreds may be
Depart
seen on their knees chanting and kiss'
:15 P. M. ing the solL The
No. 2
pilgrims are allowed
11:20 P. M. to pass through the rooms which TolNo. 4
1:25 A.M. stoi occupied, where nothlm has been
Nn 8
disturbed.
No! 10
1:10 P--

1
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THE LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

Lon, Cuervo, N. M.
One dun boise, 8 years old, weight
.00 lbs.

4. H

New
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THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

Branded
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS'
On left blp
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or CHAPMAN
brothers always welcome to the
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
before June 14, 1911, said date being 10
comM.
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sachem;
A.
this
ad
of
Regular
last
after
appearance
days
David
sold
will
Flint chief of records and
be
said
estray
vertisement,
munication first and
collector of wampum.
by this Board for the benefit of the
In
each
third
Thursday
owner when found.
month. Visiting broth, B. P. O. ELKS
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Meets second and
ers cordially invited.
Albuquerque, N. M.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
First pub. May 23, last pub. June 2, '1 1. William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
month at O. R. C. hall Visiting
Sporleder, Secretary.
Brothers are cordially invited. O.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estray Advertisement
Condon, Secretary
whom
to
it
Notice U hereby given
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Remay concern tliai the following de
1
Tues-fgit Oular conclave second
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesscribed estray animal was taken up by
day in each month at MaA. S. J. McKandlea, Negra, N. M.
day evenings each month, at Fraternal Brotherhood hall Visiting
One sorrel horse about 6 sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.;
S. C; Chas. Tamme, ReBrothers cordially Invited to attend.
7 years old, weight about 1,000 lbs.
Ojcorder.
B. F. McOulre, President; E. C.
about 15 bands high.
I
Ward, Secretary.
Branded
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
LAS
On left jaw
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS. COUNCIL
Branded
J
convocation first Monday
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
On left hip
in each month at MaIn O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
Thursday
to
this
unknown
Said animal being
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
ouiiaing. visiting members are cor.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
m. J. A. Rutledge,
before June 18, 1911, said date being 10
W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
. dlally invited.
Chas. H- - Sporleder,
this
ad
of
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
last
after
appearance
Jays
vertisement, said estray will be sold secretary;
by this Board for the benefit of the
I. O. O. F LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
owner when found.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
BOARD.
SANITARY
CATTLE
S. Meets second and fourth Thurshall on Sixth street All visit
their
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11. days In Masonic Temple. Mrs.
brethren
ing
cordially invited to at
Agnes M. Trijp, Worthy Matron;
tend. Carl Carl Wertx. N. O.: A
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
T. Rogers, V. Q.; T. M. Elwood,
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
Estray Advertisement
W. E Crites, treasurer:
Secretary;
whom
la
it
to
Notice
hereby given
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
C- - V.
Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
uay concern that the following
estray animal was taken up bv
NO
1,
LODGE
EL
DORADO
Juan do J. Vasquez, Chacon, N. M.
LAS VEGA8 CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
One cow, about 6 years - KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS Meets
ERN "WOODMEN OF AMERICA
old, red with white back.
every Monday eveMeets the second and fourth Frl
A
Branded
ning in Castle hall.
days of each month in the W. O.
On left ribs
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
are
Viattlng Knights
Christopher
Said animal being unknown to this
Clay, Venerable
Consul; George
invited.
cordially
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague
before June 18, 1911, said date being 10
Chas. E. Liebech-nieassistant
deputy. Visiting Neighof
this
ad
Chancellor
days after last appearance
bors are cordially invited.
vertlsement, eald estray will be Bold
Commander. Harry
by this Board for the benefit of tU
Martin, Keeper of
owner when found.
Records and Seal.
DENTISTS.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. y
First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11. BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
F. R. LORD
UNION OF AMERICA Meets
first
DENTIST
and third Wednesdays of each
Estray Advertisement
Office
Pioneer
Building
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Rooms 3 and 4
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A
nay concern that the following
Phone Main 67
estray animal was taken up by
Glvens, Secretary.
Visiting mem- Office
S. M. Chase, Cimarron, N. M.
Residence
Main 4tS
Phone
bers cordially invited.
One bay horse about 8 years old,
weight about 800 lbs.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
Branded
JT3 102 Meets every Monday night at
DENTIST
On left hip
their hall In the Schmidt building, Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
Said animal being unknown to this
west of Fountain Square, ac eight
at office and residence.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
o'clock. Visiting members are corbefore June 18, 1911, said date being 10
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi
days after last appearance of this adATTORNEYS
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.
owner when found.
Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A Hunker
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
J.
Albuquerque, N. M.
HUNKER.& HUNKER
First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11. I, O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
Attorneys at Law
day of the month in the vestry Las Vegas
New Mexico
rooms ot Temple Monteflore at 8
Estray Advertisement
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Isaac Appel,
MASSAGE
cordially invited.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
President; Charles Greenclay, SecAlbert Sanders, Orange, N. M.
MRS. OLLIB SHEARER
retary.
One 10 years old motley
Masseuse and Midwife
faced cow.
Main 30S
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth- Residence Phone
i
Branded
Phone.'.
Parlor
the
fourth
hall
erhood
of
the
Massage
Vegas 75
sleep
VA
On right hip
In
Las
each
of
month,
Vegas
Thursdays, Fridays
eighth
Thursday
Branded
thirtieth breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
run,
On right ribs
Said animal being unknown to thU
a decree pro confesso will be renderEstray Advertisement
oard, unless claimed by owner on or
Notice is hereby given to whom i ed against you and judgment by de
before June 18, 1911, said date being 10
may concern that the following de
lays after last appearance of this
scribed estray animal was taken up by fault taken therein.
said
will
be sold Mr. J. E. Nlsbett, Stanley, N. M.
The name of Plaintiff's attorney is
vertlsement,
estray
by this Board for the benefit of th?
W. Clark and his postofflce and
H.
t:
One bay horse about 7
owner when found.
address
is East Las Vegas, New MexCATTLE SANITARY
14
y hands high.
BOARD,
years old, 700 lbs.,
ico.
Alhnrv.ifrnim N
Branded
,
First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11. On
Dated this 26th day of May, A. D.
right hip
1911.
Branded
JOHN JOERNS.
(Seal)
Estray Advertisement
On left hip
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Clerk of the District Court.
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
G. W. Anderson, Tucumcarl, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
One sorrel horse mule, 8 Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 18, 1911, said date being 10 TO PUNISH CUSTOMS FRAUDS
years old, well broke.
days after last appearance of this adBranded
vertisement, said estray will be sold Amateur Smugglers Can't Buy Their
On left hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
Way to Freedom Under Treasury
Branded
owner when founds
CPU
Department's Ruling,
LLII
On right hip
CATTLE SANITAhf BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Merely "getting the money" will not
Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11. satisfy the United States government
before Juno 6, 1911, said date being 10
in undervaluation customs fraud cases
days after last appearance of this ad
where there Is evidence to convict
NOTICE BY PUBLICATION
vertisement, said estrav will he anld
the offenders. The treasury departby this Board for the benefit of the Territory of New Mexico,
ment officially expressed Its policy in
owner when found.
a reply sent to a man in New York,
of San Miguel.
County
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
who asked If the government would
Court.
District
In
the
Albuq"erque, N. M.
be willing to settle .all cases on a
First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8,11. Harry Peters,
money basis. The reply, which was
Plaintiff,
by Secretary MacVeagh, is,
approved
No. 7281
vs.
Estray Advertisement
in part as follows:
Notice la hereby given to whom it Edna Peters,
"It is not the policy of the departmay concern that tne following dement to permit guilty parties to esDefendant.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
To the defendant in the above entitled cape so long as the department reManuel A. Pena, Pajarito, N. M.
ceived the cash which is coming to it
cause:
To-wiOne dark gray horse, 6
"On the contrary, every case pre
You are hereby notified that an ac
years old, weight 700 lbs.
sented for action is treated upon Its
Peters
entitled
tion
v.
aHrry
EdnaL,
Branded
meriU( U1 lt u beyond the juri8.
Peters, the same being No. 7281 on diction or authority of this depart
On left shoulder
the docket of the District Court for ment to promise immunity to any perBranded
the
County of San Miguel and Terri- son who violates the law. In cases
On left hln
"In
where compromises are accepted it is
1 tory of New Mexico, has heen commenced against you; that the objects because the department of Justice In
concurrence with this department beSaid animal being unknown to this of the action are to obtain a dissolu- lieves that settlement of the question
Board, unless claimed by owner on or tion of the bonds of matrimony now Is in the interest of public Justice."
before June 18, 1911, said date being 10 existing between you and the plaintiff
days after last appearance of this ad- and to obtain a decree awarding the Do You Have the Right Kind of Helpf
vertisement, said estray will be sold custody of a minor child to the plain-tilFoley Kidney Pills furnish you the
by this Board for the benefit of the
that unless you enter, or cause right kind of help to neutralize and
owner when found.
to be entered, your appeaarnce 1n the remove the poisons that cause backCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
nervousness, and
above entiled cause on or before the ache, headache,
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
and bladder ailments." O. G.
First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8. '11. twenty-secon- d
day of July, A. D. 1911, Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
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Our Prices Arc Right

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
BARN

DOOR

WORTH

SAVING

lstd apon wearing them. A large,
crowd of partisans of both sides waa
gathered around the field, in

TWO GREAT CATCHES

Farmer Dockrldge Rescued It From
the Flames, for It Bore His A.
count for Six Year.
;

buck-board-

,

VERACIOUS
ACCOUNT
OF
MARKABLE BASEBALL

Farmer Dockrldge was hastily awakened In the dead of night by Alf, the

farm servant, who told him the barn
was on fire. Instructing Alf to blind-jfol- d
the horses and lead them out
through the back door If there was
(time enough, he hurriedly donned his
jtrousers, rushed Into the kitchen,
grabbed up a screw driver and ran
out to the barn.
The roof was burning fiercely, but
be dashed Into the building and began
.with frantic haste to unscrew the
binges of the smooth pine door that
opened Into the corn bin.
Alf had succeeded In getting the
horses out safely, and the sparks were
falling round the old man, but he
stuck to his task until he had finished
it, and emerged from the burning
barn carrying the door Just as the
roof fell in.
"That's a good deal of risk to take
for the sake of saving a bit of firewood," commented a neighbor who
had been awakened by the flames and
had run over to see if he could be of
any use.
"Firewood!"
exclaimed
Farmer
Dockridge, pointing to the pencil
marks that covered the door. "See
them Aggers? There's all my business accounts for the last six years.
That door's worth more than the
whole barn!" London Telegraph.
SPEAKING

VOICE

RE-

EPISODES.
GREAT GAMES IN SOUTHWEST
Sombrero Responsible for Turn In Tide
of Battle Cayute Gets an Assist
Happy Hogan Scorns Riches to
Win Game.
By HUGH S. FULLERTON.

Truthful James Scott, better known
as Death Valley Jim, the tall and
lanky pitcher of the Chicago White
Sox, forwards to me the following
authentic account of perhaps the most
remarkable catch yet recorded. No
affidavits accompany the story. Jim's
word is sufficient On the following
mall came a second equally truthful
narrative from Jesse Orendorff, catcher. If he hasn't tied Jim it isn't his

fault

These yarns come right from the
seat of action, for they are playing
ball all winter1 down in the desert
league in Arizona and southern California.
Stop the press Another one Just
came in. It begins to look as if the
athletes down in the desert are full
of alka or some other brand of He.
JIM SCOTT'S

IMPORTANT

YARN.

This' happened, which makes it unlike a lot of other baseball stories I
have read. I can get affidavits for it
if necessary, but think you ought to
take my word for it It happened only
the first week after "New Tear's, In a
game that I was pitching at Blsbee.
The day was hot. The pleasant little
were sporting coyly
rattlesnakes
around in left field, a few centipedes
and scorpions were pursuing a tarantula past the pitcher's slab, and the
short stop was patting a Gila monster
on the head. All Arizona nature
seemed in a joyous mood, for we
were winning the game. The score
was 4 to 3 in our favor In the seventh
Inning, and only one on bases, when I
stopped a bounder. It was an easy
little bounder and should have retired
the side without a run and prevented
the awful catastrophe that came afterward. But I Just stopped the ball
with one hand, and when I started to
pick it up, it was gone. It had
rolled down a prairie dog hole. I
stuck my arm down as far as it
would go, but the owl that lived with
the prairie dog evidently thought another affinity was trying to break
into the happy home and bit my finger, and before we could get that ball
out two runs had scored and they
were leading us 5 to 4. That looked
like hard luck, but the worst was to
come. In the ninth inning we had
two men on bases and no one out
when I hit the ball far out to center

When Its Correct Use Has Been
Learned the Development of the
Singer Is Easier.

Few singers, student?, or even
teachers of singing, psy enough attention to the Bpeaklr.g voice. The
teacher and his pupil are together so
or two each
little a brief half-hou- r
week and there are so many things
demanding attention that there seems
almost no time for consideration of
the speaking voice. Yet consistency
demands that a bad habit of voice use
in speech shall be corrected so that
the use of the voice In conversation
shall not retard the perfection of the
singing voice.
I am often asked If the process of
tone production Is the same In speak'
lng and singing. I answer that It
should be the same. When the voice
is correctly used in speech it will re
quire not different, but merely ampli
fied treatment for singing. Unquestionably the young person who has a
correct use of voice in speech will find
it less difficult to develop a good sing
ing voice, than one who has an incor
rect habit.
Deep breath control, pliable organs
of articulation, and full, or complete,
vowel pronunciation, are the funds,
mental requisites of correct speech
and correct singing alike. When the
speaking voice of a singer is not so
produced, its use in conversation la field.
The center fielder was wearing one
sure to retard the perfection of the
of
the big sombreros that they have
tone.
singing
down here made of felt and weighing
about seven pounds. He started after
Dog's Faithfulness.
that ball. He didn't have a chance to
The story of a dog's fidelity was catch it on the fly, but was trying to
told when the coroner for North West field it back before two runs counted
moreland (Eng.) held an inquest on and gave us the game. He sprinted
the body of William Wharton, a along straight out to center with his
Westmoreland old age pensioner, who back to the field. The ball was godropped down dead after recording bit ing over his head, but Instead of
vote in the Parliamentary election, clearing it hit the summit of that
Wharton, who lived alone at Shap, sombrero and fell onto the rim. All
walked to Morland to vote, and set the runners were tearing for home
off home again late at night. Next when the aocident happened.
The
morning half a dozen woodmen found ball fell onto the rim at the back and
the body by the roadside in a gutter. the fielder had to chase it thrse times
The old man's dog was lying over the around the rim with kis kaad before
body and guarding It The body had he finally coralled it and tossed it
lain there all the night in stormy back to the inleld, making an easy
weather. Information was given to triple play and beating us out of the
the police, but when an attempt was game.
made to touch the body the dog became so ferocious that no one dared J. ORENDORFF'S TRUTHFUL TALE
go near It, and before the dead man
Unlike the story that Scott sent
could be removed the officers had to you, this one is accurate and truthwho
send for the old man's neighbor,
ful. I do not dispute the gentleman's
knew the dog, and succeeded in coax- veracity, that being an unwise thing
to do in this climate, but it strikes
ing it to quietness.

A Great Physician
WHAT HE SAID OF GERMS THAT
CAUSE DISEASE
M. Pasteur, sometimes called the
Greatest Physician often said: "I be
lieve that we shall one day rid the
world of all diseases that are caused
by germs."
Of all the diseases caused by germs,
catarrh is one of the most persistent
and loathsome. Catarrh can be cured,
but only by destroying the germs.
it
Breathe HYOMEI (pronounce
High-o-mand cure catarrh by killing the germs. The HYOMEI method
is the only sensible method, because
you breathe the highly antiseptic and
engerm killing air directly over the
catarrh
with
infested
membrane
tire

germs.

will cure catarrh. There
may be some complicated cases where
it will fall, but the chances are ten
tn one in its favor, and the sufferer
from catarrh takes no risk, because
HYOMEI is a guaranteed remedy, and
if it doesn't cure, E. G. Murphey will
refund the purchase price.
HYOMEI will also give instant relief and cure in bronchitis, coughs,
colds and croup. A complete outfit
including hard rubber pocket inhaler,
costs only $1.00. If you own a Hyo-mfinhaler you can get a bottle of
HYOMEI
for 50 cents at druggists
everywhere or at E. 0. Murphey's.
HYOMEI

li

s,

carriages, automollles and on
their cow ponies, and a delegation of
cowboys stood holding their ponies,
maktag a sort of living fence around
the ball ground. As I said, w were
a run to the good In the ninth Inning, but the Miners were last at bat,
and with oa man out and a man on
second base the batter bit the ball
far out to left field. The left fielder
saw that he couldn't catch the ball,
and running In sand with those
d
boots made him so slow that
It didn't seem possible he ever could
reach the ball and throw it back in
time to head off the runner coming
from first and he hardly, had a chance
to cut off the second run and keep
them from beating us right there.
Perkins, the left fielder, sees the
game going away and gets desperate.
He takes a flying Jump onto a cow
pony a friend of his was holding near
the line and starts to chase that ball
on horseback.
Just how he would
have made out I don't know, bat Just
as the cayuse catches up with the
hall it gets scared at seeing the ball
roll, and started to buck.
I never
saw such pitching and bucking, and
right in the middle of the performance I sees the hall coming at me
from left field like a flash of light
The first runner stUl is 25 feet from
the plate. The ball came into my mit
so hard it almost knocked me down,
but I stuck to it and touched the
runner out What had happened I
didn't understand, but I found out afterward that the bucking broncho had
licked up that ball in his rear shoe
nd when h kicked h kicked It from
dsep left field straight into my hands
and saved the game for us.
high-heele-

HAPPY HOGAN'S SLIDE
I am still playing ball not playfng
ball still, no one ever accused me of
that. Week before last I made the
greatest play of my life and I want
to send you the fulj details of it, so

Their Claims,
Sprinted Home.

Off

8

I

no garbled reports Snail reach
the east.
I with some other fellows who are
wintering out in this part of the
country, went up to the Swan-Hild- a
district to play a game of ball. The
gold miners up there offered us liberal terms to come up and play their
picked team and we went If it had
not been for me the hem team ther
would still b poor. Now th second
baseman and shortstop are millionaires, and the first and third basemen and pitcher are making money so
fast they don't know what to do with
it, while the outfielders and the
catcher are selling stook in the east
and expect to develop rich mines on
their territory. And all because of a
slide I made.
The grounds there were laid out oft
a piece of level land Just below the
mountain shelf. The big gold claims
and workings all are higher, and that
particular spot had been prospected
over many times and declared not to
be rich enough la gold to work. So no
one claimed it
Well, to our surprise, those miners
were giving us a hard game and the
score was tied up in the eighth when
I got to first on a hit to left center.
The next batter popped out and I
decided to try to steal second. It
was that steal that made them mil
lionaires. I got away with a running
start, but the catcher mad a beautiful peg to second and I thought I was
out, but took a dive in front of the
bag, pivoted around It and got clear
under the baseman. I hit the dirt
so hard that I tore a big furrow In
front of the bag and when I got to my
feet I was surprised to see the baseman throw the ball 20 feet away, and
instead of going after it, he dropped
down and began scratching at the
ground. I saw in an instant that in
sliding I had uncovered a streak of
ore but instead of staying there at second bas and beconv
ing a millionaire th deslr to win
that game was too strong. I passed
up the millions and tor for third.
When I reached there I saw the sec
ond baseman and shortstop excitedly
stepping off their claims, and th
others were beginning to do the same,
s I sprinted oa home with the win
ning run. By the time I scored and
got back down the field the whole ball
ground was laid off in claims aad the
third baseman, who couldn't cover a
much ground as a blanket, was claim
ing clear out beyoad the stand.
The ore I uacovered assayed $36
a ton, and the second baseman and
shortstop were rich right then.
They were ungrateful. Neither one
offered to take me Into partnership,
although I made the strike. Still, It
was aot as bad as It might have been,
When I got back to Los Angeles I
washed my uniform and it assayed
$17 in gold dust
It pays to hit the dirt

that

Played In Their
Boots.

me there are some inaccuracies
statement to say the least.

High-Heele-

d

In his

This play occurred in a game played near Tucson only a few days ago,
In which I took part It Is not a
hard luck tale, as It won the gam
for us. I was catching the gam and
we had it won by one run when the
ninth Inning came. The game was being played on open gTound, and the
teams were composed mostly of local
talent, with a few of us professionals
on each side. It was the Cowboys
against the Miners, aad the betting
the
was heavy. I was catching
I will say that before the
Cowboys.
game I tried to get some of them to
boots so
take off their
they could run faster, but they in- -

fr

high-htele- d
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THE RIVER HEATH

Harlemite Saye Feline Plague Abroad
at Night Drives Men to Beat
Their Spouaes.

Major Fawcett of British Army Travels 2,000 Miles In Jungle and
Among Savages.

New York. It's out at last Her
Is revealed the origin of that mys

New York. Having traveled through
2,000 miles of Jungle and swamp and

VAN

DRIVER WAS DISGUSTED

ARE LESS SKILLED

London. Business men and women
should use their hands in every pos
sible way if they want to increase the
quickness and .adaptability of. their
brains, according to the latest idea of
London doctor. He
a
says:
"Tie knots, sew, do fretwork, learn
to make some of your own clothes,
prepare and cook all your food, repair your boots and shoes, dig and
plant your garden in fact, do anything and everything that calls for
manual skill if you want to have an
active, resourceful and versatile brain.
"The business man whose work de
pends on a . keen, quickly-workin- g
brain must use his fingers constantly
If he wants to have these assets In
full. He must, speaking literally, turn
his hands to everything, and be capa
ble of constructing almost anything
with his fingers.
"The truth of this statement lies
in the fact that in every manual act
the hand is directed by the brain.
"Again, every act reacts back upon
the brain, strengthening and stimulating It, which is the only sure
method of keeping that organ in keen,
efficient working order.
"That our fingers are gradually be
coming less skilled is due to the nu
merous mechanical appliances which
now carry out the various processes
formerly done by hand.
"This state of affairs, since It stunts
the powers of the fingers, also stunts
the brain. The worker does his work
mechanically, unthinkingly, and grad
ually his brain grows torpid and Impaired."
well-know- n

'

Daguerreotype Valuable.
Pittsburg. By producing in court a
daguerreotype taken nearly forty years
ago Michael Logan proved that he was
the husband of Annie Graham Logan
and entitled to her estate.
The
picture showed a
woman dressed in the height of fash'
Ion for that period.
The woman during the latter years
of her life had not lived with her hus
band and waa found dead In a hovel.
She had $800 in a bank and this was
awarded to her husband.

GETTING ON.

Thought Magistrates Should Wear
Their Gowns on Street, 8o They

Magistrate O'Connor was picking
his disgruntled way through the rain
among hostile savages reputed to be the other da, says the New York
of
the Cincinnati
cannibals, MaJ. P. H. Fawcett of the correspondent
British army arrived here on board Times-Star- .
He had hailed a street
the Thames of the Royal Mail Steam car from the pavement and, sheltered
Packet company, from Colon, his work under his umbrella, made for the rear
furniture
as a member of the boundary com- platform, when a four-tomission for Bolivia finished for the van whirled on him, drawn by three
time being. Major Fawcett will go to briskly trotting horses. Magistrate
England soon, and will lecture before O'Connor escaped demolition by a
the Royal Geographical society, as brisk sidewise leap. He called a
well as present the first map ever remonstrance to the driver. As far
made of the Heath river, which may as he could see, that personage bad
be a part of the boundary line be- his head thrust around the corner of
tween Bolivia and Peru.
the furniture van, while he called
Major Fawcett was sent by the back Interesting items to the magisBritish government to assist Bolivia trate. Magistrate O'Connor chased
in its adjustment with Brazil of the him in the street car, caught him at a
arrestboundary, and, bis work being so sat- blockaded corner and had him
isfactory, he was asked to serve on ed. The driver appeared before Magthe commission to adjust the bound- istrate O'Connor himself, when the
of
ary in dispute between Peru and Bo- latter had gotten into his silk rob
office.
man
to
livia, He is the first white
"I could send you to the workexplore the River Heath, a small
said the still angry magiswhich
dl
of
Madre
the
house,"
Dios,
tributary
flows into the Madera, one of the trate, "but I will let you off with a
fine of $5. I intend this as a warning
largest tributaries of the Amazon.
"As several expeditions for the to all reckless drivers." The driver
same purpose have been exterminated looked at Magistrate O'Connor sulhis
by the savages that inhabit the ter lenly, and thrust his hand into and
ones
ritory, it was with no great feeling of pocket He peeled off five
Joyousness that we started on this started for the clerk's desk to pay.
"Hold on there," said Magistrate
trip," said Major Fawcett "There
were five other Englishmen and one O'Connor, gathering up a bunch of his
Bolivian officer, and although we trav silk gown in nervous hands. "Haven't
T"
eled the navigable streams with ca- you anything to say for yourself
"Yes," said the driver, sourly. "They
noes, we made only three hundred of
the two thousand miles that way. ought to make you guys wear them
The rest of the way was trudge, with Mother Hubbards on the street so's
packs on our backs and well armed, a feller could dodge yuh."
but the latter would have been of little use if the savages had decided to
Probably.
exterminate us.
he
Sunday School Teachers-Aft- er
"Several times during our journey
"Saul haa
they made hostile demonstrations, heard the people shouting
but we were able to pacify them and slain his thousands, but David has
to tell them that our mission was a slain his tens of thousands!" what did
Saul do then?
peaceful one.
Willie (whose father "also ran")
"After enduring great hardships the
he got right up an' hollered
party returned to La Paz with the Iforsuppose
a recount Puck.
first maps ever made of the region
that they traversed. There had been
a
boundary, but we found
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medirivers where it was believed moun cine. They are hea'ing, strengthentains existed, and vice versa," said ing, antiseptic and tonic. They act
quickly. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Major Fawcett.
Cross Drug Co.

London. It is likely that within
a very short time Oxford university
will be augmented in notable degree
by a new school of learning and new
and
facilities for special research
study.
The subject of agriculture has been
taken up eagerly at Oxford, and Oxford men, likely in after life to have
control . of land, are encouraged to
study agriculture and kindred subjects
as a proper part of their training.
This branch of university learning,
which owes very much to Professor
Somervllle, who left the board of agriculture to take up this work at Oxford, promises well, but the lack of
land for practical experiments, and of
money for carrying them on, has
hitherto prevented such a development as has taken place in Cambridge,
where the university has done splendid agricultural work, especially in
the domain of research.
It is hoped that these obstacles are
to be removed, and that private generosity will presently enable the best
brains In Oxford to investigate practical agricultural science on such a
scale as to rival not only Cambridge,
but such splendid institutions as the
Macdonald college in Canada. For
this work much land, as well as other
equipment, will be necessary in the
neighborhood of Oxford, and the provision of both is understood to be
within the scope of the scheme.
It will be a cause of the greatest rejoicing among past and present Oxford men if a "pious founder- and
benefactor" should give to Oxford the
opportunity of leadership and useful
work in a subject so full of national,
Indeed of human, welfare.
.

STRAW HAT
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Could Be Dodged.

terious influence that engenders
crankiness and grouches that makes
normally pious men swear at unoffending women, fire obliging servants
and beat their wives.
Whisky T Nay. Cats Just cats
that's all. List to this exposition of the case as it came from a
troubled Harlemite:
"1 want to bring before you the
trouble and nuisance that I have had
from cats. There is a lot on One
Hundred and Thirteenth street, between Broadway and Amsterdam avenue, which is filled 'with lumber
which answers for a brooder for raising cats. I think there are twenty- five cats in this block that no one
seems to shelter, and they make the
night's rest anything but comforta
ble. They affect the women's nerves
so that it is practically impossible to
please them or to keep a maid, or
even to live in the same house with
them.
'It has been so trying on my nerves
that I even go to the office and jump
on my employes with no reason, ex
cept that I have lost my patience.
Last night the people across the
street were not only throwing water
out of the window, but bottles, tin
cans, electrlo light bulbs and even a
garbage can, which sounded in the
dead of the night as if it was an explosion.
'It upset my nerves so that when I
got to my office this morning I swore
because things were not done as fast
as I could think of them, thus caus
ing me to lose a very valuable girl,
which has meant an awful lot of ex
pense and loss to my business, and
also throwing a poor girl out of a po
sition who is the main support of her
aged and crippled mother.
"I can now see why there are so
many crazy people and cranks in the
city, as this Is enough to drive any
man to drink, and then coming home
and because someone says' something
to him about drinking he immediately
becomes mad and beats his wife or
children as If they had no feeling.
"Not praising myself or saying any
thing that Is untrue, I would state
that before the past week I was con STUDY FARMING AT OXFORD
sidered a gentleman and with an excellent character, but this strain has
been so hard on me that I have lost New Branch to Be Taught at Famous
School Grant of Land Is
all this."
Eagerly Awaited.

English Doctor Urges Men and Wom
en to Acquire Manual Skill to
Stimulate Mentality.
Stepping

7

CATS' CHORUS BREAKS HOMES EXPLORES

FINGERS

gold-bearin- g

The Cowboys
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So you're staff artist on Qmh
Whirl! Why, I never see your
on anything.
Oh, I haven't got that far yeLi
Just let me make the cross to
show where the accident occurred.
She

Dally
name
He
Tbey

Smuggled Bracelet In Photograph.
Of smuggling tricks there is no endj
The Bangor (Me.) customs officials ha4
a new dodge sprung on them one da?)

recently In an attempt to get a gold!
bracelet through without the payment!
of duty.
Some one took a number of cabinet
photographs, but before tying them together to make them appear as a bunj
die of photos he carefully hollowed'
out a bole in the center and deposited!
the bracelet therein. A superficial examination of the package would have
caused one to think that It was simply
a bundle of photographs and allowed it
to proceed without question.
i

Words on Loafing.
Don't loaf. Idleness is the root ol
much evil, and uncheerfulness is one
of the shoots from the root There Is
no such thing as Idleness in nature.,
The worlds that glitter in the arch:
of the heavens are ever moving. The
moon never stays In one place. The;
restless sea moans in and out over'
the harbor bar. The rivers gurgle and
splash as they journey to the sea.
The trees change their costumes
twice a year, and grow a little
throughout most of the year. The
birds never roost at noonday, and
man is the only animal who over
sleeps himself.
A Few

THE BEST

. SPRING TONIC
Iia Klr.nd is weakest, and our systems least
responsive to the demands of nature. It is the time of fickle appetites, poor
ojv
digestion, lack ot energy, Douny laugue, uuu juauj,
A great many so called tonics
ances which warn us that we need a tonic.
exhilarating effects, but acting
are mere nerve stimulants, often. producing
, i
Tf
i
. a wmiIt nnn flf- on
me
u
oyo...i
with, decided injury
system later,
juui
of nouramount
increased
an
pleted you can only tone it up by supplying
S. S. S. is the
blood.
rich
come
can
pure,
this
and
through
only
ishment,
medicine you can rely upon
greatest of all blood purifiers ; and it is the one and at the
same time thorto supply the system with the best tonic effects
tonic until the
a
off
have
using
blood.
put
the
Many people
oughly purify
have paid for the
system became so weakened it could not resist disease, and
S. S. S. is nature's ideal tonjc;
neglect with a spell of debilitating sickness.
It tones up the stomach
made entirely of healthful roots, herbs and barks.
and digestion, aids and improves the appetite, and in every way contributes
to strong, robust health. S. S. S. is for sale at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
--
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In the Wake of the .Measles
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer.
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him eid he has never been
bothered since." Croup,
whooping
cough, measles, cough all yield to Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. The
genuine Is In the yellow package alO. G.
ways. Refuse substitutes.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drus (

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work
and best of materials is my
motto. Estimates cheerful

1

ly given.'

COUPLE

Girl In Factory Writes Her Name
der Band and Purchaser Be-

Un-

comes Her Husband.

Mlddletown, N. Y. A straw hat
started a romance five years ago,
which culminated in the marriage of
Miss Cecelia Mulligan of this city
and George Wesley Pornham of Manistee, Mich.
Miss Mulligan was employed at a local hat factory. One day another girl
dared her to write her name inside the
sweatband of a straw hat Bhe was
working on. She wrote her name and
address and forgot all about it A year
later she received a letter from George
W. Parnham, paymaster of the ManisPicture, Lost 80 Years, Found.
railroad. Mr.
London. The Colnaghls have bought tee & Northeastern
from the Comtesse de Segue, sister of Parnham had purchased the hat and
former found Miss Mulligan's name.
the late M. Casslmlr-Perier-,
Letters and photographs were exa
small
of
picture
France,
president
"Woman
called
Buying changed and the wedding followed.
by Vermeer,
Pearls."
It had been lost for about 60 years,
$100,000 Dinner Service.
It will command a huge price. It is
Perhaps the most expenChicago.
to
will
America.
go
believed that it
sive dinner service ever made la this
country was shipped from this city the
other day to W. A. Clark,
Vienna.
for
Water System
new
Vienna. The Emperor Francis Jo- from Montana, for use in his
on Fifth avenue in New York.
a
home
new
at
Vienna
has
Inaugurated
seph
This service is complete for a party
system of water supply, which has
24, contains 900 pieces, each specialand
of
the
over
$20,000,000,
brings
cost
water a distance of 102 miles in pipes ly designed to harmonize with the
from mountain lakes 7,000 feet above dining room, and it is said to cost
$100,000
soft level.

H.

T.Davis

Phone Main 357.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thins: is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort; and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, cf al
possible sorts of thing's, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
sUssaSa

.
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At

LOCAL NEWS
The Greater Las Vega band will
hold a rtguUr rohearttl tonight in
the armory atf 8 Vclock.- (

FROM FLORIDA

p
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Mrs. and Mrs. Simon Bacharach are

Wn

s The Homo of

J500

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
FINE CLOTHING

ILFELP, Agent

PHONE MAIN 379

Your Get in Your Spring Suit

.Positively no camping, Ashing or
C
hunting allowed on our ranch.
W. and P. J. Wesner.

Lost String coral bead, between
Normal and opera houie,, Return to
315 Ninth street and receive liberal
Charles Trambley, who Is employed
reward.
in the Bridge street hardware store,
U 111 with an attack of lumbago and
Wigg Poor Bjones la a victim of
is unable to be at work.
monster.
the green-eyeWagg Is
from Jealousy or delirium
he
suffering
Is the month of June losing its re- tremens?
putation as a month of marriages? I;
would seem so. Probate Clerk Loren
Home dressed chickens and
zo Delgado hasn't issued a marriage
tomorrow at Pete Roth's.
license since he tore May off the cal
endar and threw it into the waste
Knights of Columbus, their families
basket
and friends will liBten this evening to
an address by Rev. Father William
Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap O'Ryan in the O. R, C. hall. Those
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the who heard the brilliant address of the
finest draught beers served over sny
priest last night at the Normal were
bar in the city.
so pleased with his remarks that It
is expected the hall will be filled toTwenty-fiv- e
raw recruits for the night when Father O'Ryan is introUnited States army passed through duced. The speech will be informal
Las eVgas this - afternoon on their and along lines of especial interest
way to San Francisco where they will A short musical program will be givbe assigned. The soldiers were from en before the address. At the close
Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
of the evening Father O'Ryan will be
given an Informal reception.
Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock
DRY
GRAAF'S
AT
at Long's Buffet
TOMORROW
GOODS STORE
off. MusWanted Room in modern home by
Bed Spreads
off.
Dainty
lin Petticoats
young lady. Address X., Optic.
Sheer Dress Materials, Lawns, Dimioff. Curtins, Swisses
The Treble Clef club will meet ties, one-fiftoff. Good all
10:15
tomorrow
at
Scrims,
and
promptly
morning
8t the Normal.
day. We close at 9 p. m.

AT
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rival weighs eight pounds.

cents

Greenb erger's

Wednesday and Thursday Only

Ball Oenrlntf Lawn Mowers

the parents of a baby son born this
morning at 7:30 o'clock. The new ar-

c
G

l

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.

They Are Extra Fancy

each

'

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

t
t

a

ia

FOR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
01.30 per Sack
Every Sack Guaranteed

Quality and Style with Low Price
SCORES

BASEBALL

Economy, united with High Quality and plenty of Style is a
NATIONAL LEAGUE

R.H. E.

First game
Cincinnati
St Louis
Second game
Cincinnati
St Louis
Pittsburg
Chicago

1

R.H.

K.
0
4
1
3

....6

12
4 6
6 8
8 13

AMERICAN

Score
Washington
Detroit
Score
St Louis
New York
Soore:
Boston
Chicago
Score:
Cleveland
Philadelphia

5 9
6 10

'.

2

rare Combination

Indeed and this Is Especially True when you get
the Latest Productions from such Reliable Manufacturers as Hart,
Schaffner & Marx, Ederheimer,

Both from the Manufacturer

R.H.E.
10

1

8 19

4

7

.

R. H. E.
8 9
11 16

4
1

R.H.E.
3 12

5

...14 14 0
R.H.E.

,

8 16
14 17

5
2

Talk to Uo About Tenia
If you want Prloo coupled with Quality
We can sell you in

d

Phone Main 131

They never fall, Optlo classified
ads. E. J. McWenie, having lost his
Scotch collie, inserted a lost adver
tisement in the classified columns of
this paper last evening, and within
an hour after the paper had been delivered, a telephone call Informed Mrs.
McWenie 'where she could find the

-

7

,

ESTABLISHED 1870
f'

The

r

First National Bank
!

i

of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

dog.

Valdez of Wagon Mound,
died yesterday evening in the Becker
sanitarium on the West side. Mr.
Valdez submitted to a critical operation in the afternoon and, on account
of his advanced age and the serious
nature of his ailment failed to rally
from the shock. He was 78 years of
age and a prominent resident of Mora
county.
Surviving him are several
sons and daughters residing in Wr
Manuel

Mound.

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.

FRESH TOMORROW

SATURDAY
GREEN BEANS
WAX BEANS

PEAS
BEETS
TURNIPS

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

Spinach

carrots

cucumbers

t

The Kareful KIothing'KIeanmg Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

fresh tomatoes
summer squash
cauliflower
asparagus

RASPBERRIES
STRAWBERRIES
BLACKBERRIES
CHERRIES

For the Best Meats, Kansas City or

J. H. STEARNS
GROCER.

Let us Launder

Your Curtains
This Spring

LOST
Small brown pony, weight about 750
lbs. Branded on left hip, mane and
tail bobbed. $5 reward for return to
Chaffln's Barn.
Try White Kitchen meals,
The place that is clean.

25

cents.

Old Crow sold over the bar at
Long's Buffet.
25

cents.

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

Flrch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
.OPENS WAR COLLEGE
Newport, R. I., June 2. Secretary
Meyer presided today and delivered
an address at the opening of the Nav
al War college. In addition to the
secretary of the navy the speakers in
eluded Rear Admiral Stephen B. Luce,
TJ. S. N., retired, who is known as the
father of the war college.
HARVEY'S

OPEN

Now Let Your Orders
CO. MARKET

For CABBAGE PLANTS Come
are ready for you with the finest lot ot plants
ever grown in this neck of the woods; 3 uu!, ft?

We

--

17

10x12
'

Tents for $11.05

and so on.

You'll Like Our Work.

J.

--

18

& So n
Onioiri
Pe
Ranch Phono Main 276
he no Main 462
Store iry
P

,

JOHNSEN & SON

C.

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

GOAL AfJD WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
r

Anthracite Coal, all sizes

Foot of Main

J&

Steam

Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

Q O fl D O TJ

PhoMl- - 21

Don't Borrow Your
Neighbor's Paper-Subsc- ribe
Today for
&e Optic and Have
One of Your Own

Try It

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
SO lbs. to 200 lb.,
Each Delivery
Less Than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.

20o per
25e per
30o per
40o per
50o per

'

:

lbs.
lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100
100

AGUA PURA CiOMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

USE

BOUCHER'S

Casseroles, Bean Pots, and Pie Plates

Fresh Roasted

i i

or Phone Main 1

ing this spring. The usage they
have received and the dust
they have abaorbed during the
winter, makes them unfit to
hang the entire summer. Send
your curtains to us, when you
take them down and you will
be pleasantly surprised by their
appearance when we return
them. We wash them clean,
without damaging them; we
starch them just stiff enough
to drape right and hold their
shape, and we dry them
fectly aquare, even and the exact size as when sent us.

NOW

This famous mountain resort is now
ready for its 29th season. H. A. Harvey will welcome the guests as of old.
Miss Burnham will see to their comfort and enjoyment Terms as usual,
$10 per week. Carriage out each Wednesday and Saturday morning, returning Tuesdays and Fridays; fare $1
each way. Leave orders at Murphey's
drag store or Harris Real Estate

Native, call at the

GRAAF & HAYVARD

Tents for $7.00

Sor-osi-

LETTUCE

ONIONS
RADISHES

Ounce Duck

8 x 10 Tents for $&00

d

Try White Kitchen meals,
The place that is clean.

A

10

7x9

S

Roller Mills

Las Vegas

Guarantee of Satisfaction

and From

h

There will be a meeting of the
Ladies' Aid society of the First Christian ' church tomorrow afternoon at
2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs. J. C.
Rex, 1018 Fourth street. Important
business will be transacted
and aU
members of the society are urged to
be present.

and Michaels Stern.

GREENBERGER

one-fourt- h

one-thir-

& Co.,

LEAGUE

WESTERN LEAGUE
R. H. E
Soore:
6 11
Des Moines
10 11 1
Denver
R. H. E.
Score:
3 7
Sioux City
2 12
i
Pueblo
R. H. E
Score
3 7
Lincoln
4 4 (
Mrs. Ida Cruce McFarlane of the St Joseph
R. H. E.
Score:
department of English of the Univer1 1
sity of Denver, will give an address Omaha
6 8
Monday evening in the Normal audi- Topeka
s
torium, under the auspices of the
club of Las Vegas. The public
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
is invited to be present. Mrs. McFarAt Kansas City St Paul 4; Kansas
lane will speak again on Tuesday in City 5. (Ten innings.)
the same room at 4 o'clock in the af
ternoon. She will be here for two
weeks, speaking dallyi for the students
o the Normal summer scnooi ana
those townspeople who ,care to hear
her. The hour at which she will speak
after Tuesday haB not .been announc
ed. Mrs. McFarlane is a student of
much research. Her lectures are said
to be scholarly and entertaining.
Your curtains need launderone-thir-

stein

Wa cover Each Sale with an ABSOLUTE

COFFEE

j

.

i

IN SILVER PLATE
-- AT

